Study of Braking Energy Recovery for Electric Bus Based on the AMESim
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Abstract: In order to improve efficiency of Electro-Hydraulic regenerative braking system on electric bus, this study will analysis dynamic performance and typical driving condition of electric bus based on ADAMS to establish electric bus simulation model. The problem that EV does not have long endurance will be addressed in this study. The core innovation of this study is the design of Electro-Hydraulic regenerative braking system. In order to testify feasibility of this system, we will built hydraulic regenerative braking system simulation model based on AMESim and do simulation under ECE-15 cycle conditions. The result of foremost simulations aren’t good enough, due to the volume of pump is constant, so we replace variable pump for constant pump and do simulation again. The results of simulation under ECE-15 cycle conditions show that the regenerative braking energy system can enhance endurance of EV and improve the efficiency of regenerative braking energy, meanwhile there is no influence to safety of vehicle.
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INTRODUCTION

There are some advantages of electric vehicle such as no emissions and no pollution, few noise, low running costs, especially in energy saving and environmental protection (Tan and Liu, 2007). However, there are some technical problems in electric car waiting to be solved (Mei and Zhang, 2004). In order to solve those problems such as electric vehicle can’t drive in long distance after one time’s charging, regenerative braking energy recovery system is one of the best solution. Related to study abroad, electric vehicles on a single charge driving range can increase at least 10-30% with regenerative braking (braking energy recovery) system (Zhao, 2008). Due to the low power density of electric energy storage means, however, electric regenerative braking system is not suitable to recovery energy (Sorniotti and Curto, 2008). Hydraulic regenerative braking system consist of pump/motor and accumulator embraces more advantage than electric regenerative braking system which consist of motor/generator and battery: Hydraulic energy storage can recover and release energy far more quickly than electric energy storage and recover more energy, thus prolong driving distance (Kim and Kim, 2006).

The main target of this study is to evaluate an electric bus design of hydraulic brake energy recovery system and establish an electro-hydraulic hybrid brake energy recovery system model with AMESim, after that we will carry on an analysis of the feasibility of regenerative braking system.

DYNAMIC MODEL OF ELECTRIC BUS

Suspension model: The front suspension is double wishbone independent suspension consist of elastic air suspension, double acting hydraulic dashpot-type shock absorber, transverse stabilizing device and guide vane end stop. Main parameters of modeling are: coordinates of key points, location parameters of front wheels, stiffness characteristics of air spring, damping characteristics of shock absorber, mass parameter of front suspension and stiffness parameter of bushing.

Hard points of front suspension are those location points in key joints which could derived from detail drawing. Considering outer mold of components has a close bearing on checking motion and intuition of model, the component geometry of model based on those hard points should be confirm to its real structure as closely as possible. Input mass, size and material of components, location parameters of front wheels, curves stiffness characteristics of air spring and damping characteristics of shock absorber. Connect different components through restrain according to the restrain type defined by motions between different components.

Model assembly on ADAMS: Connecting different subsystem model according to restrain, then Model assembly is completed. Simulation model are shown in Fig. 1, important simulation parameters are shown in Table 1.
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by using a simple model gear ratio. When braking of the vehicle occurs, a drive shaft of driveline shown in Fig. 1 driven by the motor rotation and then charge the battery according to calculation module in AMESim, the pure electric vehicle driveline model establish in this study is a simple electric regenerative brake systems.

Establish the electro-hydraulic hybrid regenerative braking energy system model: To establish hydraulic regenerative braking system model requires the hydraulic components library, control the signal component library and mechanical components of the library. The key part is to choose hydraulic components. There is no hydraulic pump/motor element model in AMESim hydraulic library so we build other components model to fulfill the hydraulic pump/motor function (Su and Yu, 2006). This article is not forced relief of simulation analysis, so instead of mandatory relief part of the hydraulic components can be used a direct-acting relief valve. The gear ratio module in mechanical library of AMESim can be created by a pair of meshing gear power coupler. Consolidated more sub-module design method, the final establishment of hydraulic regenerative braking system simulation model is shown in Fig. 4.

Fill the technical parameters in the parameter setting box according to the selected component models.

Establish electro-hydraulic hybrid system model: Parallel automotive powertrain and hydraulic regenerative braking system is connected by the power coupler, in AMESim submodel the two systems are connected by dynamic coupling which are combined in a single electro-hydraulic hybrid regenerative braking system (Nakazawa et al., 1987), as shown in Fig. 5. The key of simulation model operation is setting control signal. The electrical signals of the electro-hydraulic hybrid regenerative braking system consist of brake force distribution electrical signals and hydraulic system control signal. Other signals are constant.

Reasonable front and rear wheel braking torque distribution control is more complex and the car is rear-wheel drive, so the system simulation control is rear brake mode. In separated rear wheel braking system, hydraulic regenerative braking system is to maximize the recovery of the braking energy. The rear electrical input of the system is zero, the front wheel is according to ECU braking requirements (output signal is braking intensity) so as to build a sub-module of the control signal. The front wheel control strategy is based on typical parallel braking energy recovery control strategies. The control method is shown in Fig. 6 (Xi et al., 2010; Lym et al., 2005).

Fig. 3: Electric bus power transmission system model
When the vehicle is in condition of starting, accelerating and in the constant speed under a normal speed, the accumulator will release stored energy and the pump/motor transformed it into mechanical energy to provide a driving force for the car. The energy release process control method of hydraulic regenerative braking system is shown in Fig. 7.
The pump is driven by the drive shaft while the vehicle is braking. In order to provide the driver good sense of braking, it is necessary to control the flow of oil in the hydraulic pump/motor so that it will provide appropriate drag torque during vehicle’ starting and the acceleration, the essential part of releasing stored energy is to make motor output torque or the rotational speed meet the change of the external load timely.

**REGENERATIVE BRAKING SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND TYPICAL CONDITION ANALYSIS**

**Regenerative braking system analysis:** Figure 5 shows models of the braking energy recovery and release simulation. The analysis of the hydraulic regenerative braking system’s energy recovery capability and drive capability provide basis for the design of the regenerative braking system of electric bus.

Full load of running condition of vehicle: the bus is driven to 50 km h⁻¹ by motor and hydraulic regenerative braking system jointly and then continue to travel 5 sec after parking brake, the brake strength is 0.1, braking and acceleration control strategy are according to Fig. 6 and 7. The simulation results are shown below: Significance: Fig. 8 and 9 show that the bus with electro-hydraulic hybrid regenerative braking system enables to make acceleration time shorter during low speed and the bus reaches the predetermined speed faster.
in the frequent starting process. Fig. 10 and 11 curves show the design of the accumulator in this study is completely meeting the actual demand, its stability is good and it has good practicability.

Following conclusions can be obtained from simulation results above:

- When motor and hydraulic regenerative braking system work together, the bus acceleration is faster than it without hydraulic system and driving displacement of bus has been prolonged by 20 m. During 0–14 sec, accumulator is releasing energy until the pressure drops to 180 bar. The hydraulic system works properly.
- When the bus is braking, the displacement of secondary component is working under a given condition in order to maintain good manufacturing dynamic. The pressure of accumulator has not reached rated pressure because the storage of accumulator are designed for meeting the storage requirement when the vehicle are in 80 km h⁻¹.

**Typical condition analysis:** The driving range of electric vehicles is to be tested according to GB/T 18386-2005 (2012). The test conditions is as same as GB/T 18385-2005 and adopt condition method: Applying urban driving cycle simulation (ECE-15 condition) under GB3, an urban driving cycle consists of four basic urban cycle working conditions.

Parameter settings of Urban driving cycle simulation analysis are: Hydraulic accumulator stop working pressure is 213 bar (when making urban driving cycle simulation in stop working pressure, battery discharge rate is lowest), the quality of automotive load is 2610 kg, Winds 3 m sec⁻¹, the road gradient 0, accumulator initial charging amount to 100%, see previous control strategy. The simulation results are as shown below.

Figure 12 shows that electric hydraulic hybrid bus’s speed curve has basically closed to speed of the conditions ECE-15 which indicates that braking performance regenerative braking system is stable; Fig. 13 shows, the depth of discharge of electric hydraulic hybrid
The results of simulation analysis and release of the electro-hydraulic hybrid regenerative braking system model show that the simulation model has a certain value of the electric bus braking energy recovery system research and development. The typical conditions show that single charge driving range of pure electric buses which equipped with the hydraulic braking system has increase by about 8.2% which indicating that the system has a certain energy recovery efficiency. However, considering the enormous energy consumption of kinetic-hydraulic-kinetic energy transition process in accumulator, a more energy-saving storage element should be applied in next step. After simulating influence of hydraulic components on regenerative braking system efficiency, optimization of hydraulic components parameters is done which laying foundation of experimental study and dynamic modulating road test of hydraulic regenerative braking system.
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